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Abstract
The incorporation of an elastomer phase into a poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK) matrix was carried out using two
different processing methods (melt blending (MB) and dry blending) to improve the damping factor (tan ) of the
composite with a minimal change in the PEEK stiffness. A cross-linked fluoroelastomer (CFE) was carefully chosen
according to its high glass transition temperature (T), high thermal stability and high modulus. The blends were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA), modified Oberst test,
flexural test and pyrolysis combustion flow calorimeter. According to SEM micrographs, an original well-dispersed
PEEK-elastomer composite was obtained. The tan  of the materials was evaluated using DMTA and modified Oberst
test. Both techniques indicate that the incorporation of 5–20 wt% of CFE fine powders only slightly increased the tan 
of the material. Moreover, a decrease in flexural modulus and thermal stability of the blends was detected when there
was an increase in the CFE content. Even if the properties are not yet significantly improved, it was well ascribed that
the MB method was suitable to mix elastomer particles within a PEEK matrix. Poor interfacial adhesion has been identified as the main key parameter, which should be improved in further work.
Keywords
PEEK, elastomer, damping factor, DMTA, Oberst test

Introduction
Poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK) is used in aeronautics
due to its outstanding properties, such as high stiffness,
high resistance to solvents and excellent thermal stability.
Its low density compared to metals enables it to be used as
an alternative to aluminium in some applications.
Nevertheless, the low tan  of PEEK is limiting its
widespread usage. Indeed, for aeronautic applications,
this property is of utmost importance to reduce noise
emissions in the aircraft cabin generated by the vibration
of the structure during the flight. The damping properties
of structures can be considerably improved using the
viscoelastic shear damping mechanism.1–7 For example,
a combination of elastic elements separated by layers of
a viscoelastic damping material constitutes sandwichstructured composite. When structural composites with
constrained viscoelastic layers undergo flexural vibrations, the layers of viscoelastic damping material are subjected to cyclic shear strains, which cause energy of
mechanical motion to be converted into thermal energy.

Because of this energy conversion process, the treated
structures can exhibit high damping performances. SMAC
Company has developed a broad range of products
(SMACSONIC1, France) to fulfil the various aspects of
frequency, temperature and environment.8
Another possibility to improve the damping properties
of brittle polymers is to incorporate an elastomeric phase
directly into it. An abundant literature is available about such
a method, in particular, with the objective of an improvement in impact strength (at high deformation levels).9 In
some cases, elastomers were already incorporated as crosslinked particles. As an example, ground tyre rubber (GTR)
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particles (with particle size >100 mm) were incorporated
into different thermoplastic matrices (polyethylene, PE;
polypropylene; or polyamide).10–12 Despite some compatibilizing treatments, mechanical properties at high deformation levels fall drastically with the increase in GTR
content. One of the main reasons is decohesion at the
interface between the rubber particles and the matrix. In
the present work, mechanical properties are studied at low
deformation levels (elastic field) so that decohesion is not
believed to occur.
Already some patents and industrial applications exhibit PEEK-elastomer sandwich composite.13–15 But to the
best of our knowledge, this is the first report on hot melt
PEEK-elastomer compound in the open literature. This
may be due to the fact that high melting point of PEEK,
which is close to (or over to) the degradation temperature
of the majority of elastomers. Mixing process of such a
compound is not a usual method and that is the main technical challenge of this article.
In relation to this aspect, three objectives are defined
for this article:
 The first objective is focused on the grinding of
small particles of elastomer with micrometric size.
Elastomer particle size is often high (several hundreds of microns at least), while it is generally considered that the particle’s size should be less than
few microns to allow an improvement of the viscoelastic properties.
 The second objective deals with the incorporation
of an elastomer phase into a PEEK matrix without degrading the overall material during hightemperature processing.
 The last objective is to increase the tan  of the
PEEK without decreasing its original stiffness. The
use of a cross-linked structure for the elastomer
would minimize the entanglement of rubber macromolecules with PEEK matrix and then decrease the
cohesion between both materials. Nevertheless, at
low deformation levels (in the linear viscoelastic
field of the material), decohesion should not appear
and the elastomer particles may improve the damping properties of the PEEK.
The most commonly used test for the measurement of
the tan  is dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA),
which analyses the viscoelastic properties of organic material like rubber-filled carbon black.16–20 In addition, a
specific vibration test derived from a commonly used test
developed for laminated glasses was performed.21 This
method is a modification of an Oberst beam test described
in the ASTM E756 standard.22 The specimen is excited at
its centre by an electrodynamic shaker as a free-free beam,
which has the same behaviour as a cantilever beam of half
the length. The modal loss factor of the composite beam is

determined using half power bandwidth method for each
flexural mode.
In relation with this aspect, another objective of this
article is to follow the evolution of tan  obtained using the
following two techniques: DMTA and modified Oberst test.

Experimental
Materials
VESTAKEEP1 PEEK from EVONIK Company (Germany)
is a high-viscosity product (commercial grade). The glass
transition temperature (T) and melting temperature are
143 C and 344 C, respectively (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham,
Massachusetts, USA; Diamond DSC – 10 C min1 – nitrogen flow). According to EVONIK data sheet, the density is
1.3 and the melt volume flow rate is 12 cm3 10 min1 under
a load of 5 kg at 380 C. According to the ISO 527-1 standard, the value of tensile modulus is 3500 MPa.
Three kinds of elastomer are studied in this study. The
first one is an uncross-linked copolymer of vinylidene
fluoride and hexafluoropropylene (uncross-linked fluoroelastomer, UFE). The second is the same elastomer but
cross-linked using peroxide additive (cross-linked fluoroelastomer, CFE). The third elastomer is a cross-linked
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Commercial grades could
not be discussed in detail for confidential reasons.

Micron-sized grinding
The control of the particle size of the elastomers was
investigated to obtain the smallest particles. Elastomer
grinding was performed using a Retsch ZM 200 knife
grinder (Germany). Various conditions of grinding were
tested. To obtain the smallest particles, elastomer sheets
were cut into small parts with the dimension of 2 mm2.
Each part was successively incorporated into the grinder
at room temperature. The speed of knives was fixed at
6000 r min1 and the grid size was 0.2 mm. These conditions allow avoiding the thermal degradation of the elastomer during grinding.

PEEK–elastomer composite processing methods
Two processing methods were considered to prepare the
compounds:
 The first one is the melt blending (MB) of the PEEK
and the elastomer. The MB was carried out using a
Rheomix 3000 p Haake Plasticorder (Saddle Brook,
New Jersey, USA) with a tank of 60 cm3 volume.
The temperature and the rotor speed were fixed at
370 C and 55 r min1, respectively. PEEK was previously dried at 180 C for 2 h for melting process.
After PEEK melting, the elastomer was added and
the mixing was stopped 3 min later. Then, the tank

Figure 1. Proposed experimental set-up for modified Oberst test.

was filled at 70% to ensure the best mixing. The
elastomer content varied between 2.5 wt% and 20
wt%. Resulting PEEK-elastomer blends and pure
PEEK were ground in the same conditions as that
of elastomers except the grid size that was fixed to
1 mm. Plates were obtained through compression
moulding to perform samples for DMTA, flexural
and modified Oberst tests. The compression moulding was carried out at 400 C for 150 s with several
cycles of pressure (Pinette Emidecau Industries,
France). Specimens were released from the mould
when the temperature reached 160 C.
 The second method is the dry blending (DB) of
PEEK and elastomer powders using a Rotator Drive
STR4 from Stuart Scientific (UK). This method was
tested to avoid the first processing step and to limit
the degradation of the elastomer. The procedure of
mixing was optimized to obtain a homogeneous
powder. The compression moulding was performed
in the same conditions as previously.

Testing
After grinding, size distribution of elastomer particles was
measured using a Coulter LS 230 laser diffraction particle
size analyser (Pasadena, California, USA). The elastomer
powder was floated on deionized water for analysis.
Thermogravimetric analyses were carried out using a
Perkin Elmer Pyris 1 apparatus at 10 C min1 under air
flow from ambient to 900 C. Air flow was chosen because
the processing steps (especially MB and compression
moulding) are performed in the presence of air.
Microscopic observations were carried out at 15 kV
and a pressure of 0.9 Torr using FEI Quanta FEG ESEM
(Hillsboro, Oregon, USA). Backscattered electron mode
was chosen due to the chemical contrast between the
PEEK phase (constituted of C, O and H atoms) and elastomer phase (presence of F atoms for CFE). Elastomer
particles appear in white. No metallization was needed.
Dynamic mechanical thermal properties were characterized in torsion mode by dynamic mechanical thermal analyser (model 2980; TA Instruments, New Castle, Delaware,

USA), with the single cantilever clamp on a rectangular
sample with the dimension of 1 mm thickness, 17 mm
length and 4 mm width. Temperature sweep measurements were carried out between 100 C and þ130 C at
1 Hz with a programmed heating rate of 1 C min1 using
liquid nitrogen cooling accessory. In this experiment,
shearing does not exceed 0.1%, the dynamic mechanical
testing device produces nearly perfect sinusoidal reference signal, without any harmonics (linear viscoelastic
field). Storage modulus (E0 ) as well as tan  (tan ), corresponding to the E00 /E0 ratio of the rubber phase, is considered. The relative damping (, in percentage) at peak of
the PEEK-CFE composite is calculated considering a
value of 100% for pure CFE at peak. In order to compare
with Oberst test results, tan  and relative damping are
also considered at 23 C (Oberst test temperature).
Modified Oberst method was also used for the measurement of the damping properties at room temperature
(23 C); the beam under test is simply screwed at the
centre of the electrodynamic shaker with a threaded rod
(Figure 1)22–24 and placed in an environmental chamber.
Three accelerometers are used for the measurement: one
to measure the random noise that causes the beam to
vibrate and other two accelerometers to measure the
response at the end of the beam. By measuring several
resonances of the vibrating beam at various temperatures, the effects of frequency and temperature on the
material can be determined. The n dB method is used
to measure the damping of the beam for each resonance
mode i. It consists of measuring the resonance frequency
(fres, i) and the gap (fi) between frequencies below and
above the resonance frequency where the value of the
frequency response function is n dB less than the value
at resonance. The modal damping factor (i, in percentage) is computed using the following equation:


1
fi
i ¼ 100  pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
;
2
x  1 fres;i

ð1Þ

where x ¼ 10(n/20).
For more accuracy, the i is determined as the mean
of several values of n between 0.5 and 3. Figure 2 shows

Figure 3. Particle’s diameter distribution of CFE powder after
grinding. CFE: cross-linked fluoroelastomer.
Figure 2. Determination of the tan  for modified Oberst test.
tan : damping factor.

Table 1. Results of thermogravimetric analysis for PEEK and
studied elastomers.

Materials
PEEK
UFE
CFE
PDMS

Temperature
for 1 wt% mass
loss ( C)

Temperature
for 50 wt% mass
loss ( C)

Mass loss
at 370 C
(wt%)

567
285
414
391

814
482
530
602

99.7
97.5
99.5
99.2

PEEK: poly(ether ether ketone); UFE: uncross-linked fluoroelastomer;
CFE: cross-linked fluoroelastomer; PDMS: polydimethylsiloxane.

an example for n ¼ 3. Two resonance frequencies corresponding to the second and third modes of resonance of
the beam are studied: the second mode (i ¼ 2) is localized
near 288 Hz and corresponds to the flexion mode of the
beam, the third mode (i ¼ 3) is measured near 754 Hz and
corresponds to the torsion mode of the beam. According to
the ASTM E756 standard, the first mode (i ¼ 1) is not
measured because of its high amplitude, which could lead
to a non-linear behaviour.
Three-point flexural tests were performed on specimens with a 1  3 mm2 section and a distance between
supports equal to 55 mm. The cross-head speed was fixed
at 1 mm min1 and the maximal vertical displacement was
1.5 mm. Three tests for each formulation were carried
out using a Zwick testing machine (Germany).
Pyrolysis combustion flow calorimeter (PCFC) allows
measuring some important fire properties of a material with
only 2–4 mg samples. The sample is pyrolysed in a nitrogen
flow according to a heating ramp of 1 C s1 up to 750 C.
The gases from the decomposition of the material are
extracted and sent into an oven at 900 C and mixed with
oxygen in excess.25 The combustion of the gases is complete. An oxygen analyser measures the consumption of
oxygen. According to Huggett’s relation (1 kg of consumed

oxygen corresponds to 13.1 MJ of released energy),26 the
heat release rate is calculated. The peak heat release rate
(pHRR) and the total heat release (THR) were considered
to estimate the flammability of the blends. Uncertainties
on pHRR and THR were estimated at approximately 10%.

Results
Elastomer phase selection
The elastomer selection was based on two criteria. The
first criterion is that the elastomer should be thermally
stable at temperatures corresponding to the processing
of PEEK. Table 1 presents the thermogravimetric data for
the three elastomers (CFE, UFE and PDMS). The temperature at 1% weight loss was chosen to determine if the
elastomers could be incorporated into PEEK at a processing temperature of 370 C. Results show that UFE is not
stable enough with a temperature at 1% weight loss of
only 285 C. At 370 C, mass loss is already 2.5%. On the
contrary, CFE and PDMS could be good candidates with a
mass loss at 370 C lower than 1%.
The second criterion is that the elastomer phase should
be easily ground into small particles. It is well known that
the higher the T, the harder the material at ambient temperature is and the smaller the particles after grinding will
be. CFE has a high T (approximately 20 C from differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) analysis at 10 C min1
under nitrogen flow) and a high modulus with regard to the
commonly used elastomers. On the contrary, the PDMS has
a very low T (lower than 100 C, under limit of DSC).
Therefore, despite its good thermal stability, PDMS has not
been considered in this study because of its too low T.
According to these results, CFE was considered as
the best elastomer material to obtain micron-sized particles. After the micron-sized grinding, laser particle size
granulometer measurements show a bimodal distribution
of CFE particles with the main peak at the diameter of
30 mm and a second peak at 100 mm (Figure 3). This micronic
size distribution of elastomer particles achieved the first of
our three objectives previously discussed. Also, the CFE
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Figure 4. Dynamic mechanical spectra and temperature dependence of PEEK-CFE MB blends (1 Hz, 0.1%, 1 C min1): (a) tan  and (b)
E0 . PEEK: poly(ether ether ketone); CFE: cross-linked fluoroelastomer; MB: melt blending; tan : damping factor; E0 : storage modulus.

particles were incorporated into PEEK matrix via the MB and
DB methods, respectively, as previously described.

Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis of blends –
Influence of the processing method
Incorporation of the CFE powder in PEEK matrix is the
most critical process. Even if the elastomer was carefully
selected to minimize its degradation during the compound
process, the choice of the process method is important to
avoid any further degradation while ensuring a good dispersion of the CFE particles. Therefore, the DB and MB
process methods will be compare in this section.

The Ts of the CFE elastomer, MB and DB of PEEKCFE blends (5, 10 and 20 wt% of CFE), are measured using
DMTA. The curves of the MB and DB blends are described
in Figures 4 and 5, respectively, and detailed in Table 2.
The CFE elastomer shows a tan  peak near 5 C
related to the  relaxation. The PEEK matrices (MB and
DB) do not exhibit any relaxation peak in this temperature
region. This peak related to the CFE relaxation is shifted
to lower temperatures (17 C to 20 C) in PEEK-CFE
blends.
First, E0 moduli values of MB PEEK and DB PEEK at

23 C are compared. A higher modulus is obtained for MB
PEEK (2690 MPa) than DB PEEK (2237 MPa that
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Figure 5. Dynamic mechanical spectra and temperature dependence of PEEK-CFE DB blends (1 Hz, 0.1%, 1 C min1): (a) tan  and (b)
E0 . PEEK: poly(ether ether ketone); CFE: cross-linked fluoroelastomer; DB: dry blending; tan : damping factor; E0 : storage modulus.

corresponds to a loss of 17%). Such a difference between
both process methods is also confirmed for the PEEK-CFE
blends. This result could be explained by the first step
of compounding for MB blends, which probably reduced
the trapping of air bubbles during the following compression moulding compared to DB blends. Note that for this
reason, it was not possible to properly prepare DB PEEK
sample containing 20 wt% of CFE. Finally, the MB method
seems to be more efficient to preserve the intrinsic properties
of the PEEK matrix. Nevertheless whatever the processing method, E0 decreases quickly when increasing CFE
content from 0 wt% to 20 wt% (almost 50% for MB

blends). This could be assigned to the very low E0 of the
CFE elastomer phase (4 MPa at 23 C) and to the lack of
adhesion between both phases.

Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis and modified
Oberst test – Damping factor
An improvement in the tan  of the as-prepared PEEK-CFE
blends is the main objective of this work. Measurements of
tan  are performed using two different methods such as
DMTA and modified Oberst test. According to the previous
results about processing method, MB was better than DB,

Table 2. Results of DMTA for PEEK-CFE MB and DB blends.
Material
CFE
MB blends PEEK
PEEK-CFE
(95–5)
PEEK-CFE
(90–10)
PEEK-CFE
(80–20)
DB blends PEEK
PEEK-CFE
(95–5)
PEEK-CFE
(90–10)

CFE, T
( C)

E0 at 23 C
(MPa)

Tan  value
at 23 C

Relative damping
factor () at 23 C (%)

Tan  intensity
at peak

Relative damping
at peak (%)

5
NA
20

4
2680
2070

0.252
0.006
0.008

100
2.4
3.2

1.49
0.01
0.021

100
0.7
1.3

19

1390

0.007

2.8

0.026

2.0

18

1115

0.010

4.0

0.051

3.3

NA
18

2230
1515

0.007
0.006

2.8
2.4

0.01
0.022

0.7
1.3

17

1280

0.007

2.8

0.036

2.7

DMTA: dynamic mechanical thermal analysis; PEEK: poly(ether ether ketone); CFE: cross-linked fluoroelastomer; MB: melt blending; DB: dry blending;
T: glass transition temperature; E0 : storage modulus; tan : damping factor; : relative damping factor; NA: not available.

Table 3. Oberst measurements of MB blends at 23 C.
Flexion mode
MB blends
PEEK
PEEK-CFE (90–10)
PEEK-CFE (80–20)

Torsion mode

Resonance frequency (Hz)

Relative damping (, %)

Resonance frequency (Hz)

Relative damping (, %)

288
318
279

2.0
3.1
3.4

754
839
724

1.7
3.2
3.6

MB: melt blending; PEEK: poly(ether ether ketone); CFE: cross-linked fluoroelastomer; : relative damping factor.

so the comparison between DMTA and modified Oberst
test is discussed only for MB blends.
For DMTA, the relative damping is calculated from the
tan  values at peak (corresponding to the CFE  relaxation) and at 23 C (in order to compare Oberst test values)
(Table 2). Remember that 100% value corresponds to the
damping of pure CFE. A slight (quasi-negligible) increase
in relative damping at peak from 0.7% to 3.3% is obtained
when 20% of the CFE is introduced in PEEK (DB and MB
blends). At 23 C, the relative damping of DB and MB
blends is slightly higher (2–4%) but remains very low.
For modified Oberst test, the frequency resonance and 
of MB blends are measured according to Equation (1). The
results of the modified Oberst test are summarized in Table 3.
For MB PEEK matrix, the values of tan s are 2.0% for
the flexion mode and 1.7% for the torsion mode, respectively, compared to 2.4% obtained from DMTA experiments at the same temperature (23 C). The presence of
20 wt% of CFE within MB PEEK increases tan s from
2.0% to 3.4% and from 1.7% to 3.6% for flexural and torsion modes, respectively. This result is in agreement with
DMTA experiments, which also show an increase in the
relative damping at 23 C from 2.4% to 4.0% (Table 2)
when the CFE content increases from 0% to 20% within
PEEK as concerns MB blends.

Whatever the method used for the relative damping measurement and the samples, the same tendency is observed
and a good agreement could be found between DMTA and
Oberst test damping values at 23 C (Figure 6). The increase
in relative damping is proportional to the CFE content in
the case of MB blends. Nevertheless, in all cases, the relative damping remains very low despite the large intrinsic
damping of the elastomer phase (<5% even at 20 wt% of
CFE). According to Figure 6, the experimental values of
tan s of blends are well below those calculated according
to the linear rule of mixtures. The lack of adhesion between
PEEK and CFE particles could probably explain such limited improvement.
Despite these poor performances, further characterizations were carried out on MB blends. According to the poor
mechanical properties of DB PEEK matrix and the associated composites, this incorporation method is given up.

Static mechanical properties – Flexural modulus
Flexural modulus is an important property in the point of
view of the desired application. Figure 7 shows the flexural
modulus of PEEK-CFE MB blends. Flexural modulus of
PEEK is higher than 3500 MPa, which is in agreement with
literature.27 A quasi-linear decrease in flexural modulus
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Figure 6. Relation between CFE content and relative damping for
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Figure 7. Flexural modulus of PEEK-CFE MB blends. PEEK:
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MB: melt blending.

could be noticed when increasing the CFE content. The
decrease of about 22% with 20 wt% of CFE in PEEK.
Two main reasons may explain this result. One of them
is that the interfacial adhesion between PEEK and CFE particles is very low as it can be seen on scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) micrographs (Figure 8). The second
reason is the large difference between CFE and PEEK moduli limiting the stress transfer from the matrix to the particles (even if interfacial adhesion was improved). Similar
results were found for PE-GTR blends.10

SEM observations
Microscopic observations of PEEK-CFE MB blends before
compression moulding were carried out to understand the
obtained poor mechanical properties. SEM photographs are
presented in Figure 8. White CFE particles could be clearly

Figure 8. SEM observations of fractured MB blend samples
before compression moulding. SEM: scanning electron microscopy; MB: melt blending.

observed in the PEEK matrix. The black domains correspond to the ejected CFE particles during sample preparation and/or air bubbles. Bubbles are due to the air trapped

Table 4. PCFC results for PEEK, CFE and MB blends.
Material
PEEK
PEEK-CFE (95–5)
PEEK-CFE (90–10)
PEEK-CFE (80–20)
CFE

Temperature of
main peak ( C)

Main pHRR
(W g1)

THR
(kJ g1)

613
613
607
608
497

200
211
221
201
121

8.4
8.0
8.6
8.1
4.9

PCFC: pyrolysis combustion flow calorimeter; PEEK: poly(ether ether
ketone); CFE: cross-linked fluoroelastomer; MB: melt blending; pHRR:
peak heat release rate; THR: total heat release.

Figure 9. SEM observations of PEEK-CFE (95–5) MB blends after
compression moulding. SEM: scanning electron microscopy;
PEEK: poly(ether ether ketone); CFE: crosslinked fluoroelastomer; MB: melt blending.

are also an indication of the absence of entanglements
between macromolecules of both polymers.
According to these SEM observations, good dispersion and
micron-sized CFE particles were observed into PEEK matrix.
But poor interfacial adhesion between CFE and PEEK is the
most prominent characteristic leading to damaged mechanical
properties of PEEK-CFE composites. Bubbles at high CFE
contents could also contribute to these poor properties.
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Figure 10. HRR versus temperature (PCFC curves) for MB
blends. HRR: heat release rate; PCFC: pyrolysis combustion flow
calorimeter; MB: melt blending.

into the highly viscous matrix during MB. Considering
this result, compression moulding was carried out at a
higher temperature (400 C) and with several cycles of pressure depression to remove air carefully. Figure 9 shows the
PEEK-CFE (95–5) MB blends after compression moulding. No air bubbles could be found.
In all cases, CFE particles are well dispersed. Many
particles have a diameter close to 30 mm, but some bigger
particles have a diameter close to 100 mm. This is in
agreement with the results of laser particle size analyser
(Figure 3). Once cross-linked, the CFE particles could
not be broken during processing. The smooth and clear
boundaries between the CFE particles and PEEK matrix

The PCFC curves are shown in Figure 10. Results are
summarized in Table 4. PEEK is well known for its outstanding fire behaviour and exhibits a V0 ranking in vertical UL94 test (V0 is the best ranking). It degrades at
high temperature with relatively low heat release rate and
forms a high amount of char. The CFE is a fluoroelastomer and then its flammability properties are better than
those of PEEK (pHRR and THR are 121 W g1 and
4.9 kJ g1, respectively, for CFE and 200 W g1 and
8.4 kJ g1, respectively, for PEEK). On the other hand, the
CFE degrades at a lower temperature than PEEK (497 C
vs. 613 C). The MB blend curves present two peaks corresponding to both polymers. The incorporation of 5–20
wt% CFE does not lead to a significant increase in pHRR
and THR but the presence of a small peak at 500 C could
degrade the fire behaviour of the material.
The PCFC was chosen because it allows estimating the
fire behaviour of a very small sample (2–4 mg). Nevertheless, this method is not used for standardization, for example, in aeronautic field. Therefore, estimating the ranking
of a material in another fire test from PCFC results would
be useful. To find the correlations between different fire
tests is still a difficult challenge. The PCFC could not
be well correlated to cone calorimeter test because some
phenomena like barrier effect are not efficient for 2–4 mg
samples.28 But other studies have established statistical
correlations between PCFC and other tests, like limiting
oxygen index or UL94, which are the most common simple tests used in industrial field.29 The authors showed
that a material with a heat release capacity (HRC) lower
than about 250 J g1 K1 should be V0 in UL94 test with

high probability.29 HRC is equal to the sum of pHRR
divided by the heating rate. In the present case, HRC is
200–220 J g1 K1 for all the MB blends. In the same
article, another statistical study showed that the probability
of burning in UL94 test is 0–0.2 for materials with a THR
lower than 10 kJ g1 and with a HRC of 200 J g1 K1.29
Considering this study performed on more than 100 polymers and composites, the MB blends should be classified
as V0 in vertical UL94 test even if the incorporation of the
CFE decreases the thermal stability of the MB blends.

Conclusions
The incorporation of elastomer particles into a PEEK
matrix was described with a particular emphasis on the
choice of rubber material and processing conditions. Suitable conditions were determined to avoid the degradation
of the elastomer phase during grinding and blending,
so that a CFE was chosen. Concerning the two incorporation methods, it was shown that DB method was not relevant and degrades intrinsic properties of the PEEK
matrix. Consequently, the study was then focused on MB
blends. Mechanical properties of various PEEK-CFE
blends (contents included in the range of 5–20 wt%) were
measured at low deformation levels. A linear decrease in
flexural modulus with the increase in CFE content was
observed. Damping properties were estimated according
to the following two methods, that is, classical DMTA measurements and more original Oberst tests. The results of
both methods are in agreement and show a negligible
increase in the relative damping with the incorporation of
CFE (less than 5% with 20 wt% of CFE at room temperature according to both tests). The PCFC analyses show thermal stability of the blends is lower than that of pure PEEK,
but the materials should not be downgraded in UL94 test.
Poor interfacial adhesion is proposed as the main reason of
these results. Nevertheless, while elastomer particles could be
MB with PEEK without significant degradation, further investigations should improve the properties of our hot melt PEEKCFE blend. In this way, grinding at cryogenic temperatures (to
decrease the particles size) and surface treatment of elastomer
particles are proposed to make possible this blend as a good
alternative to conventional sandwich composite.
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